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Empowering Football Talent: Chery Pakistan's Journey in Enabling Future Stars

To foster football talent and contribute to the sport's growth, Chery Pakistan proudly
sponsored the Football Club "SMURFS FC" for a 05 Day event "Liga Smurfs Season 5" at Total
Football Club Ayub National Park Rawalpindi to nurture budding football stars nationwide
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The highlight of the event was the participation of promising players from Pakistan, set to make
waves on the national stage. It was an exhilarating competition between 210 teams. These
teams, comprising boys, girls, and children across various categories, showcased tremendous
sportsmanship. Each team competed fiercely, creating a vibrant and competitive atmosphere.

The impressive display of skill and passion from all teams is a testament to the potential of
young athletes in Pakistan. We remain hopeful that these players will contribute significantly to
Pakistan's sporting future, bringing glory to the nation and illuminating its name on the global
stage.
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Display of Tiggo Cars

Ghandhara Automobiles Ltd and Chery International has successfully launched the assembly of
two SUVs — Tiggo 4 Pro and 8 Pro with eight dealers across Pakistan. Tiggo 8 Pro comes with a
1.6-liter turbocharged engine that makes a healthy 195 horsepower (hp) and 290 Newton-
meters (Nm) of torque and is paired to a DCT automatic gearbox that sends power to the front
wheels only.

Tiggo 4 Pro is a 5-seater SUV that comes packed with a 1.5L Turbocharged Engine and a 9 speed
CVT transmission. It comes with a Diamond Grille. LED headlights and daytime running lights for
its fashionable attitude. Other high-tech features include a 7-inch LCD instrument display, a
10.25-inch floating central console panel, and an 8-inch air conditioning touchscreen.

The Former Pakistani Footballers witnessed the final and distributed medals and trophies
among the winners.

The Chery Pakistan

https://chery.pk/model-tiggo4Pro

